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Bachelor of Science in Landscape Architecture
arizona state univeristy

graduated cumme laude may 2008

Masters in Architecture
arizona state university
graduating may 2012

special studies:
•	 creative and collaborative leadership              

(prof. heywood)
•	 meditations on making (prof. weber)
•	  visual imagination (prof. rotondi)

work experienceorganizations study abroad

alpha rho chi satyros  chapter
•	 president 2006-2007
•	 superintendent 2007-2008
•	 convention delegate 2007
•	 host committee for national leadership conference
•	 recognized by peers and alumni

alpha rho chi satyros  alumni association
president 2008-2010

vice president 2010-current
 papercrane  project philanthropy committee

asu student media: state press page designer
•	 responsible for designing pages and submitting the state 

press to the printer each night
•	 advanced skills in indesign, photoshop, illustrator
•	 knowledge of optimization for print documents

orcutt winslow
•	 intern
•	 skills in archicad, adobe cs
•	 exposure to LEED
•	 attended client meetings
•	 exposure to projects in all phases

teaching assistant
ltc 598 + ltc 294  (prof. ruehl)

buenos aires, 
argentina

lima + cusco, 
peru

greece: athens, 
thessoloniki, 

santorini, naxos

asla

college council
vice president 2007-2008
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Address

Puerto Gaboto location:

project type: 

group: 

approach: 

Puerto Gaboto, Argentina

professor: 

Urban Plan, Interpretation Center,
Technical School

Claudio Vekstein

fall 2011

Christina Caputo + Josh Lopeman

As a part of a two-member team I worked as 
a project manager and graphic designer.  My 
key responsibilities were presentation graphics 
and line drawings as well as keeping the team 
on point in terms of our overall vision for the 
design. I worked with my partner designs to 
balance and optimize ideas.      

The urban plan was based on a reading of what 
was happening in the small town and  called for 
points of energy to reinvigorate a dying town.  
Our goal was to offer the town some tools to 
help generate growth rather than proposing an 
overpowering  architectural scheme.  

The interpretation center and technical school 
were explored on a fast paced timeline.  A 
strong organizational system was crucial to the 
completion of the project.  

catalytic insertions
the opera publica



The interpretation center explored the transition between the stories 
people have told and the actual findings of archeologists. Discovery 
starts in the cave below and moves up to explore the artifacts that were 
recently uncovered. The design necessitated the bringing together of 
two typologies within a complex form. 

fall 2011

catalytic insertions
the opera publica



The technical school was about education and community.  
Exploration into the public spaces was key to the design 
and necessitated a plan that was both open to the public 
but met the needs of students and instructors. Courtyards 
were important to the school both culturally and in order to 
promote passive systems.

fall 2011

catalytic insertions
the opera publica



Puerto Gaboto, Argentina

Public Market + Visitors Center

Claudio Vekstein

Christina Caputo 

Islas de Santa Fe is the first national park in  the 
province of Santa Fe,established in October of 
2010. According to  the Administracion de  Parques 
Nacionales  Puerto Gaboto is to act as a major 
entry point to Islas de Santa Fe which proposed the 
creation of a protected area of 160,000. The  Islas 
de Santa Fe and the Sancti Spiritu site  give Puerto 
Gaboto  an opportunity to benefit from tourism.  
However, the town is not currently prepared for  an 
influx of tourists  and needs infrastructure that the 
citizens could benefit from.    

The sensory experience is a common ground the 
local and visiting public can relate to, within this com-
mon ground both groups can come together  and 
benefit from connections with each other and the 
place. Sensing place looks to provide an infrastruc-
ture where citizens and tourists cancoexist beneficially 
including: 
 --A covered public market to facilitate a tourism econ-
omy for citizens 
 --A visitors pavilion that acts as a gateway to the na-
tional park including docks and interpretation space
 --Infrastructure pieces that are repeated along the 
main road and throughout the town to promote a 
sense of place

spring 2012

sensing place
the opera publica
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kirkassociates@aol.com, sitetek1@cox.net, gilcrest@asu.edu
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Anticipation starts along the road leading from the highway and intensifies as you enter 
the town.  Along the highway hints of the town happen in form of flower fields with a 
“monument” to mark their presence.   As you enter town the flower fields fill in the empty 
spaces along the main road along with seating and shade structures. The main road 
ends where the pieces come together at the covered public market, which also serves 
as the gateway to the water . The market sets up the infrastructure for residents of Puerto 
Gaboto to gain a more self sufficient economy from the influx of tourism while providing a 
memorable experience for visitors.   The market brings an opportunity for public gathering in 
the town that is centered on one of its most important assets, the river.

spring 2012

sensing place
the opera publica



The entire site acts as a sensory filter, preparing 
visitors to let go of the built environment before 
traveling to the preserve.  After experiencing the 
intensity of the, market visitors pass through the 
pavilion experiencing more individualized spaces 
where they can hear stories of the preserve, touch 
fishing equiptment, smell the flora, see maps and 
images, and taste fish from the river.  A ripple effect 
occurs as different senses are explored and the 
sensory experience is intensified.

spring 2012

sensing place
the opera publica



project type: 

approach: 

Material + Construction Exploration

The light vessel was a 5 week study in mateials.  The 
main focus was on the interaction between light and 
concrete.  Later iterations added wood and metal.  My 
studies focused on the bouncing of light within the space 
and later on the rhythm of shadow on the wall.  The 
hands on experience with concrete has helped me in 
understanding construction. The fast paced nature of the 
project was a problem in itself and required fast thinking 
and building solutions.

professor: Eric Weber

summer 2011

light vessel
meditations on making



summer 2011

light vessel
meditations on making
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location:

project type: 

group: 

approach: 

Seattle, Washington

professor: 

Theater Expansion

Tom Hartman

Christina Caputo, Kenneth Harker, Yan Ren

As a part of the team I provided the most 
experience with construction documents 
and programming.   My responsibilities 
included renderings, final sections, as well 
as programming and conceptual work.   The 
project consisted of the remodel of an existing 
building and a new building across the street.  
Our approach was to enhance the experience 
of arrival to the theater with respect to the 
avant-garde nature of the particular theater 
group.  

spring 2011

shadow play
on the boards
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Our team embraced the gritty nature of On The 
Boards and worked to create a building that 
pushed boundaries in the same way the theater 
group did.  Special attention was given to the 
street identity of the urban theater.

spring 2011

shadow play
on the boards



location:

project type: 

approach: 

Phoenix, Arizona

professor: 

Education

Jason Griffiths

Resonant Frequency served 
as a study in the intensity of 
the Arizona sun light as well 
as parametric design tools. 
A parametrically designed 
louver system allows for user 
manipulated light effects 
ranging from darkness to 
diffused light to sharp streams 
of light. 

Activity in each classroom is 
visible on the out side as the 
louvers move to create an 
optimal space for occupants. 
While bringing visual interest 
the louvers also help to shade 
the buildings from the hot 
Arizona sun and help to create 
courtyards for students to 
gather, practice, and create.   
Shaded outdoor courtyards 
react to the changing of 
the classroom louvers.  

fall 2010

resonant frequency
arizona school for the arts



Performance space is a major goal of the 
campus with and while the Performing Arts 
Center is one place for this to occur, the 
lobby, library, and outdoor courtyards also 
provide opportunities for performances 
throughout the campus.

Studies into the widths and angles of the 
louvers were necessary to determine optimal 
impacts.

fall 2010

resonant frequency
arizona school for the arts


